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Introduction {#sec005}
============

In recent years, public reporting of hospital quality indicators in general, and outcome indicators in particular, have been established in several health care systems and in international comparative studies \[[@pone.0156075.ref001]--[@pone.0156075.ref004]\]. In particular, mortality within a fixed time period after admission, for certain conditions, is in widespread use as a quality indicator.

The Norwegian Institute for Public Health reports one overall indicator (based on diagnosis groups leading to 80% of all deaths within 30 days) and three condition-specific indicators; i.e. first time acute myocardial infarction (AMI), stroke and hip fracture \[[@pone.0156075.ref005]--[@pone.0156075.ref008]\] \[[@pone.0156075.ref009]\]. Hospitals with case-mix adjusted mortality, defined as the probability of (all-cause) death within 30 days of hospitalization, that is significantly higher or lower compared to the (trimmed) hospital mean are identified for each indicator, and the outlier hospitals are reported. The results are published annually on the website of the Norwegian Directorate of Health, as part of the Norwegian Quality Indicator System, authorized by the Ministry of Health and Care Services.

Although 30-day mortality as a quality indicator is in wide-spread use, and has been found useful for quality improvement, see e.g. \[[@pone.0156075.ref010]\], the validity and usefulness of the indicators as measures of quality has been disputed, see e.g. \[[@pone.0156075.ref011]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref012]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref013]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref014]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref015]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref016]\]. Studies have reported poor or variable coding quality \[[@pone.0156075.ref017]\],\[[@pone.0156075.ref018]\], as have administrative audits of coding practice in Norway \[[@pone.0156075.ref019], [@pone.0156075.ref020]\]. In our experience, many clinicians share the concerns about the validity of the indicators as meaningful measures of quality. In our view, the ultimate and important objective of quality indicators is to inform and support quality improvement efforts in hospitals, which requires that they have high credibility among practitioners and management. Two main objections against the mortality quality indicators based on PAS are:

1.  the accuracy of the data, especially with regard to diagnostic coding

2.  whether they capture the variation in case-mix between hospitals, or there are non-ignorable differences in patent frailty or case severity between hospitals

Still, patient administrative systems (PAS) are the least costly sources with complete coverage for routine reporting of quality indicators such as 30-day mortality, and often the only available. Hypothetically, the apparent mortality variation could be entirely due to misclassification or unobserved confounding. In the epidemiological literature, the need for assessment of unmeasured confounding for observational studies have been emphasized \[[@pone.0156075.ref021]\]. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there are no published studies directly addressing these issues for the case of 30-day mortality used as a quality indicator. In particular, variability between hospitals in coding or patient risk has not been studied for the case of hip fracture. When using quality indicators, it is important to know the magnitude and effect of the major error sources such as statistical variation and biases. For detection and publication of outliers, this information must be quantified and presented in a form that can be incorporated and accounted for in the statistical model.

The purpose of this study was to assess the validity of PAS data for calculating 30-day mortality after hip fracture as a quality indicator, by performing a retrospective validation study of PAS data versus medical records addressing the following: 1) Are cases reliably identified and are the diagnostic criteria applied uniformly across hospitals? 2) Are there systematic between-hospital differences in patient risk, i.e. unmeasured confounders not accounted for by the use of PAS, and what is the magnitude of this systematic error? 3) What are the consequences of the potential systematic between-hospital differences observed, in particular the effect on outlier detection?

We report the findings from validating administrative data for patients with hip fracture as part of a larger study designed to answer the questions above for the three condition-specific indicators.

Outline of paper {#sec006}
----------------

To begin with, we describe our sampling method. The sampling plan was designed to give high power to detect likely differences between hospitals. First, hospitals were divided into strata based on their 30-day mortality (calculated from PAS data). A stratified, random hospital sample was drawn. Within the selected hospitals, a random sample of hip fractures (according to PAS) was drawn, stratified after admission year and case severity. For the sample, medical records were abstracted and merged with PAS data.

The analysis falls in three main parts, aimed at the principal research objectives:

1.  To establish a gold standard for diagnosis, an algorithm was devised to classify cases into four classes: definite or probable hip fractures, not hip fracture and cases where hip fracture could not be documented. The statistical analysis consisted in comparing positive predictive value (PPV) between hospitals.

2.  To investigate case mix variation, data were analysed in three steps. Firstly, a joint PAS/clinical model for 30-day mortality was established. This model captured all available information. Secondly, the model was analysed to separate out the incremental information for predicting 30-day mortality contained in clinical, medical record data, compared to administrative (PAS) data alone. When calculating the routine, PAS-based estimates of 30-day mortality, this incremental information will appear as unobservable confounding. Thirdly, incremental information was analysed to find a measure of between-hospital variation.

3.  Eventually, we looked at how this variation would appear as an error source when testing for hospital outliers.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

The study was approved by The Norwegian Ministry of Health and Care Services, The Data Inspectorate of Norway and The Regional Committee for Medical and Research Ethics. The study was based on data for a large number of individuals, collected after their hospital stay. Accordingly, obtaining written consent for a sufficiently complete sample would have been prohibitive, and approval was given to conduct the study without patient consent. No directly identifying information was recorded in the analysis data nor was otherwise available during the analysis.

The basis for this validation study of hip fracture cases are the PAS data used for the reporting of national 30-day mortality indicators in Norway. A brief description of data retrieval, data pre-processing and 30-day mortality estimation are given below, before the validation study is described in detail, including hospital and case selection, medical abstraction process and statistical methods. Estimation of 30-day mortality was a preliminary step used to obtain a representative hospital sample by stratification. In [S1 Fig](#pone.0156075.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we display the sampling method graphically.

PAS data {#sec008}
--------

PAS data from 2002--2009 were retrieved from all Norwegian hospitals providing acute care for hip fracture (n = 51), by an in-house software system developed for this purpose \[[@pone.0156075.ref006]\]. Each data record contained a unique record key and information from a single ward admission comprising admission category (i.e. elective or acute), diagnosis codes (both primary and secondary), codes for medical procedures, age, gender, as well as date and time of ward admission and discharge.

All permanent residents in Norway have a Personal Identification Number (PIN). The hospitals submitted PIN and the unique record key (and no medical information) to Statistics Norway. Statistics Norway prepared an encrypted PIN for all patients having a valid PIN and provided information from the National Registry: vital status (alive/dead/ emigrated) and date of death when applicable. We merged PAS data from hospitals and data from the National Registry, using the unique record key. Thus, linking of medical information from current and previous hospitalizations, date of death (in-or-out-of hospital) and tracking of patients between hospitals were possible. Ward admissions for each patient were linked into *episodes of care* when less than eight hours elapsed from time of discharge to the next ward admission. An episode of care included stays at different wards within one hospital and stays at other hospitals if the patient was transferred between hospitals. Admission category (elective/acute) was identified from the first ward admission in the episode of care. Each episode of care comprised diagnoses and procedure information from all ward stays within the same episode. One episode of care corresponded to one case in the analysis. Acute cases of hip fracture were identified according to ICD-10 codes S72.0--2, primary or secondary diagnosis, occurring at the first hospital if care at more than one hospital. Episodes following an initial hip fracture episode within 60 days were considered readmissions and excluded from the study population. Only patients aged 65 years and older were included.

For assessing the consequences of unmeasured clinical confounders for the validity of the routinely reported quality indicators, a supplementary administrative data set, covering data up to and including 2013, was retrieved from the Norwegian National Patient Registry.

PAS-based estimation of 30 day mortality {#sec009}
----------------------------------------

Risk adjusted 30-day mortality for admissions in the period 2005--2009 was estimated by logistic regression. The following case-mix variables were included: age, gender, number of previous hospital admissions two years prior to actual admission, as well as the Charlson comorbidity index as revised in \[[@pone.0156075.ref022]\], and computed from the ICD-10 codes in \[[@pone.0156075.ref023]\]. The Charlson index was calculated from previous admissions three years prior to, but not including, the current episode of care. The Charlson index and the number of previous admissions were based on data from 2002--2009. Estimated hospital effects were compared to a reference value, defined as the 10% trimmed mean of the hospital effects (on the logistic scale) \[[@pone.0156075.ref007]\]. A detailed description of algorithms and methods can be found in \[[@pone.0156075.ref005]\]. Eventually, the hospitals were stratified according to 30-day mortality status (hereafter 30D status): low (L30D) if the hospital effect was significantly different from and at least *log*(1.2) ≈ 0.18 below the reference, high (H30D) mortality if significantly different from and at least *log*(1.2) above, and medium (M30D) for the remaining hospitals.

Hospital and case sampling method for the validation study {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------

The hospital and case-sampling method were optimized for the purpose of this study. All hospitals in the population, except one, agreed to participate. From the remaining 50, twelve hospitals were sampled with the groups L30D, M30D and H30D as strata. Sampling was subject to the following constraints: the three largest, regional hospitals had to be included, at most one hospital per hospital trust could be included, and a limit was set on the amount of imbalance between the four Norwegian hospital regions. Three L30D hospitals, four H30D hospitals and five M30D hospitals were included.

The initial total sample size of cases was chosen to be 2000, to achieve 90% test power for detecting a between hospital variation of PPV from 75% to 85%. From each hospital in the sample, 167 cases were drawn at random, stratified according to year of admission and severity (dead within 30 days of admission, alive with length of stay above median, alive with length of stay below median). For patients transferred between hospitals, we selected the records from the first hospital in the episode of care. Eventually, due to cost and time constraints, we excluded one hospital and the earliest years (2005--2006) from the sample, leaving eleven hospitals and admission from 2007--2009. The abstracter was instructed to start with the most recently admitted cases and continue in decreasing order of admission time for the duration of the abstraction time period allocated to the hospital in question. In total, the sample consisted of 1088 records.

Medical record abstraction {#sec011}
--------------------------

Medical record abstraction was performed by a trained nurse. We developed a questionnaire specifically for the purpose of this study, in cooperation with clinical experts. The hip fracture questionnaire consisted of nine sections comprising 56 questions, which included free text, multiple choice and time/date questions. The questionnaire included patient identification: patient ID, year of birth and gender and arrival status (alive/dead). Thereafter, information about diagnostic criteria: clinical symptoms at arrival and preoperative diagnostic findings, as well as clinical confounder variables for mortality prediction: chronic comorbidities (including the categories of the Charlson index, as revised in \[[@pone.0156075.ref022]\]), the American Society of Anesthesiologists' physical status (ASA) score, physiological parameters and laboratory variables. Finally, in case of death, information regarding time and cause of death was also registered. The items were designed for recording and coding of existing information, avoiding subjective judgment as far as possible.

Data were entered in a database using an in-house developed web application. The web application was installed on encrypted laptops, and the data saved in a database via a safe VPN-connection.

A total number of 50 cases from one hospital were selected to be independently abstracted by a second abstracter, using a reduced set of items from the questionnaire.

Statistical methods {#sec012}
-------------------

### Case identification and diagnostic criteria {#sec013}

Data from the record abstraction were merged with the PAS data. Cases were initially classified as definite or probable hip fractures based on imaging confirmation and clinical signs, both taken from the medical records. Patient with legs that would not bear weight or were unnaturally rotated, were regarded as having clinical signs of hip fracture. Imaging confirmation was based on conventional X-ray, CT or MR. For some cases, neither imaging confirmation nor clinical signs could be documented. These cases were eventually resolved using administrative data on procedures (from PAS) and the diagnosis codes and verbal description, read from the discharge abstract of the records. These cases were classified as definite hip fracture, probable hip fracture, no hip fracture or "Not documented", according to the algorithm in [Fig 1](#pone.0156075.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Algorithm for case classification.\
Number of cases at each step is also shown.](pone.0156075.g001){#pone.0156075.g001}

### Estimation of positive predictive value {#sec014}

To answer the first study objective, we estimated positive predictive value (PPV) and analysed whether there were differences in the hospitals' PPVs for the hip fracture code. The stratified sampling plan, while increasing statistical precision in the analyses, precluded the use of standard statistical methods. Means and proportions in the hospital sample, in particular the proportions of definite and probable hip fractures, were thus estimated using the weights for stratified case sampling. For significance testing of differences between the hospitals' positive predictive value (PPV), bootstrapping was used. The test statistic was the log likelihood ratio for homogeneity corresponding to Poisson distributed counts, applied to the cases not classified as hip fractures. With K independent Poisson counts *X*~1~,⋯,*X*~*K*~, this is given by $$G = {\sum_{X_{i} > 0}{X_{i}log\left( \frac{X_{i}}{\overline{X}} \right)}}.$$

With hospital estimated proportions ${\hat{p}}_{1},\cdots,{\hat{p}}_{K}$, the test statistic was modified to $$G^{*} = {\sum_{X^{*}{}_{i} > 0}{X_{i}{}^{*}log\left( \frac{X^{*}{}_{i}}{\overline{X^{*}}} \right)}},$$ where $\overline{X}$ denotes the mean of *X*~1~,⋯,*X*~*K*~.

Here, the counts have been replaced by predicted counts $$X^{*}{}_{i} = M{\hat{p}}_{i},\ i = 1,\cdots,K,$$ where *M* is the median sample size per hospital and $\overline{X^{*}}$ denotes the mean of the predicted counts.

For the bootstrapping replications, the strata were assumed homogenous across hospitals under the null hypothesis. The reason for not using binomial likelihoods or *χ*^2^, was that the number and proportion of "Not documented" or non-hip fracture cases were zero or close to zero.

### Confounding due to clinical variables {#sec015}

To answer the second aim; is there systematic between-hospital differences in patient risk, i.e. unmeasured confounders not accounted for by use of PAS, and what is the magnitude of this systematic error, a framework for sensitivity analysis as described in \[[@pone.0156075.ref024]\] was used. The above reference addresses the case of hypothetical confounding due to unobservable variables, whereas we have access to clinical data that enables us to obtain a measure of the confounding effects.

The case-mix confounder variables from medical records were summarized by three different risk scores: O-POSSUM (Orthopaedic Physiologic and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity) \[[@pone.0156075.ref025]\], NHFS (Nottingham hip fracture score) \[[@pone.0156075.ref026], [@pone.0156075.ref027]\] and SAPS II (Simplified Acute physiological Score II) \[[@pone.0156075.ref028]\]. We selected these scores according to the findings of systematic reviews \[[@pone.0156075.ref029], [@pone.0156075.ref030]\]. However, based on the available data, the variable set was not complete for the selected risk scores. Thus, we computed partial scores (see Table A in [S2 Text](#pone.0156075.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a tabulation of the variables used). The mean value was imputed in the records with missing values.

Assessment of the magnitude of case-mix variability was done in three stages: 1) Joint modelling of 30-day mortality given both PAS and clinical confounder variables from medical data. 2) Modelling the conditional distribution of clinical confounders, given PAS data. 3) Combining 1) and 2) in a model for 30-day mortality based on PAS data, but with clinical confounders regarded as unobservable.

Firstly, we fitted a retrospective logistic model for death within 30 days \[[@pone.0156075.ref031], [@pone.0156075.ref032]\] to the combined administrative and medical record data set. We used stepwise regression to select the risk score giving the best prediction. This model can be written as $$log\left( \frac{p_{ij}}{1 - p_{ij}} \right) = \mu + X_{ij}\beta + Z_{ij}\gamma,~~~~~j = 1,\cdots,N_{i},$$ where *p*~*ij*~ is the probability of death within 30 days of admission, *X*~*ij*~ is the vector of PAS covariates *Z*~*ij*~ is the vector of clinical risk scores for the j-the patient at the i-th hospital, and *N*~*i*~ is the total number of cases at hospital *i*, and *μ* is the constant term. Covariates were modelled by natural splines (age) (see e.g. \[[@pone.0156075.ref033]\], \[[@pone.0156075.ref034]\]) and fractional polynomials (Charlson index and number of previous admissions) \[[@pone.0156075.ref035]\].

Secondly, we estimated the hospital-specific distributions of the selected risk score, conditional on the administrative variables, assuming that the hospital effects were shifts in mean: $$Z_{ij} = ~\nu + ~\alpha_{i} + X_{ij}\xi + \varepsilon_{ij}.$$

Here, *α*~*i*~ is the effect of hospital i and reflects the excess risk score at this hospital that cannot be explained by PAS covariates *X*~*ij*~. We regard the hospital effects *α*~*i*~ as random variables, sampled from the hospital population. The resulting linear mixed-effects model (LMM) was fit using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). We used unweighted REML, thus neglecting stratification. Exploratory analyses were done using ordinary least squares, including testing for non-zero hospital effects.

Thirdly, the estimated standard deviation of *α*~*i*~ was transformed to the linear predictor (logistic) scale of the logistic model for 30-day mortality, and regarded as a *measure of unobserved error in the logistic model based on administrative data*. The true model for outlier detection based on PAS data alone, incorporating the effect of unmeasured confounders, is given by $$log\left( \frac{p_{ij}}{1 - p_{ij}} \right) = \varphi + \theta_{i} + X_{ij}\beta + \zeta_{i}~,~~~~~~~j = 1,\cdots,m_{i},$$ where *p*~*ij*~ is the probability of death within 30 days of admission, *X*~*ij*~ is the vector of PAS covariates for the j-the patient at the *i*-th hospital, *m*~*i*~ the total number of cases at hospital *i*, and *φ* is a constant term. Here, the hospital effect *θ*~*i*~ is the apparent excess mortality on the linear predictor scale for hospital *i*, standardized by the requirement Σ~*i*~ *θ*~*i*~ = 0, and *ζ*~*i*~ is an unobservable, zero-mean term. In this model, *ν* and *X*~*ij*~*ξ* are absorbed into the constant and covariate terms.

### Effect on of unmeasured confounding on outlier detection {#sec016}

The third aim of this study was to investigate the effect of unmeasured confounding on outlier detection, i.e. identification of hospitals with either significantly higher or lower mortality. We analysed the effect of the confounder term $\sigma_{\zeta}^{2}$ on hypothesis testing for non-zero hospital effects (i.e. outlier testing) based on administrative data. For outlier detection, the *θ*~*i*~ are estimated assuming in effect that *ζ*~*i*~ = 0, yielding the asymptotically normal test statistic $\theta_{i}{}^{*}$ with estimated variance $\sigma_{\theta}^{*2}$. The test statistic can be written $$\theta_{i}{}^{*} = {\hat{\theta}}_{i} + \zeta_{i},$$ where ${\hat{\theta}}_{i}$ is an (unobservable) estimate of the true hospital effect *θ*~*i*~. Assuming that $\sigma_{\zeta}^{2}$ is small, we approximate the true variance of the observable test statistic by $\sigma_{\theta}^{*2} + \sigma_{\zeta}^{2}$. For a given nominal test level and value of $\sigma_{\theta}^{*2}$, the true test level can be computed, assuming a normal distribution. $\sigma_{\theta}^{*2}$ depends largely on the case volume of hospital *i*, which is a more readily interpreted quantity. Accordingly, results have been expressed in terms of hospital case volume. To this end, an empirical relation was established by linear regression between case volume and $\sigma_{\theta}^{*2}$, based on the most recent Norwegian data \[[@pone.0156075.ref008]\].

All data pre-processing and statistical modelling was performed in R, versions 2.15.2 and 3.2.3. We used the function *lmer* from the package lme4 to estimate mixed linear models. To assess regression models, we used diagnostic plots and tested for highly influential observations using Cook's distance. For logistic models, we also computed the Hosmer-Lemeshow C-statistic and the area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic).

Results {#sec017}
=======

Sample {#sec018}
------

The initial case sample per hospital was 167 records. Data abstraction required about one hour per record on the average. Because of time and costs constraints, the number of cases was reduced (see [Methods](#sec007){ref-type="sec"}), and one (low-mortality) hospital was excluded. A total of 1088 journals were investigated. Of these, 21 cases were not retrieved from the journal systems. This gives an effective sample completeness of 98%. Furthermore, we excluded 24 questionnaires due to errors in registration: duplicated or wrong patient sample identification numbers and questionnaires with more than 24 hours difference in admission date and time. The final sample size was 1043 cases. The median number of cases per hospital was 97 with a range of 70--104. A table of patient characteristics is included in the supporting information (Table A in [S2 Text](#pone.0156075.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Episode identification {#sec019}

For proper episode identification, the admission date and time from records should match the PAS date and time approximately, the fracture should have occurred before admission and the patient should not be dead on arrival. Since transferred patients were included in the sample only at the initial hospital, the sample should not include transfers. These conditions were satisfied in all but 24 (96%-98%) of cases (see Table A in [S1 Text](#pone.0156075.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Diagnostic criteria and identification of cases {#sec020}

In [Fig 1](#pone.0156075.g001){ref-type="fig"} we show the decision tree for identifying cases, classifying the cases as definite hip fracture, probable hip fracture, no hip fracture or "Not documented". [Table 1](#pone.0156075.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the initial diagnosis classification from medical records, according to clinical signs and imaging evidence.

10.1371/journal.pone.0156075.t001

###### Imaging and clinical diagnostic criteria.

![](pone.0156075.t001){#pone.0156075.t001g}

                             Clinical diagnostic criterion         
  -------------------------- ------------------------------- ----- ------
  **Imaging confirmation**   82.6                            0.9   12.4
  **Not documented**         2.1                             0.2   1.8

Percentages, estimated using stratum weights. N = 1043. For patients not classified by clinical signs or imaging, diagnoses and procedure codes was investigated (see [Fig 1](#pone.0156075.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Time of medical examination upon admission was recorded for all but 33 cases. Half of the cases were examined within 0.82 hours and 95% within 6.3 hours. The admission and main discharge diagnoses were recorded both as free text and ICD-10 codes in the medical records. The patient was regarded as having an admission diagnosis of hip fracture if this was indicated in the free text, or, if free text was missing, in the ICD-10 code. The remaining cases were classified as "Not hip fracture" or "Not documented". [Table 2](#pone.0156075.t002){ref-type="table"} shows the admission and discharge diagnoses. In some cases, discharge diagnoses apparently referred to a department or hospital stay subsequent to the stay where hip fracture was initially treated.

10.1371/journal.pone.0156075.t002

###### Admission and discharge diagnosis from records.

![](pone.0156075.t002){#pone.0156075.t002g}

                            Hip fracture   Other than hip fracture   Not documented
  ------------------------- -------------- ------------------------- ----------------
  **Admission diagnosis**   88.7           7.6                       3.7
  **Discharge diagnosis**   96.6           0.9                       2.5

Percentages, estimated using stratum weights. N = 1043.

Finally, the relevant procedure codes (as defined in Table B in [S1 Text](#pone.0156075.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were retrieved from the PAS data. [Table 3](#pone.0156075.t003){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of procedure/no procedure as well as the discharge diagnoses across the four hip fracture categories. For five cases, final diagnosis was positively different from the imaging diagnosis.

10.1371/journal.pone.0156075.t003

###### Final diagnosis from the classification tree versus presence of relevant procedures and discharge diagnosis.

![](pone.0156075.t003){#pone.0156075.t003g}

                              Relevant procedure   Discharge diagnosis                
  --------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ------ ----- -----
  **Definite hip fracture**   9.8                  86.1                  92.8   0.7   2.4
  **Probable hip fracture**   0.8                  1.3                   2.0    0.1   0.0
  **No hip fracture**         0.2                  0.1                   0.2    0.0   0.0
  **Not documented**          1.2                  0.6                   1.7    0.1   0.1

Percentages, estimated using stratum weights. N = 1043

### Positive predictive value {#sec021}

As shown in [Table 4](#pone.0156075.t004){ref-type="table"}, the overall PPV for definite hip fracture was 95.9%. This was not significantly associated with hospital (p = 0.14). The PPV for definite or probable hip fracture was 99.7%. This was not significantly associated with hospital (p = 0.22). The hospital-wise results can be found in Table C in [S1 Text](#pone.0156075.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. These results thus show that there is no evidence of difference in PPV between hospitals.

10.1371/journal.pone.0156075.t004

###### Final diagnosis.

![](pone.0156075.t004){#pone.0156075.t004g}

  Definite hip fracture   Probable hip fracture   Not hip fracture   Not documented
  ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  95.9                    3.80                    0.22               0.13

Percentages, estimated using stratum weights. N = 1043

### Confounding due to clinical variables {#sec022}

Case mix characteristics: Fractures caused by cancer, presence of other significant trauma and other specified symptoms (dyspnea, nausea, abdominal pain, fever, confusion) or acute conditions (pneumonia, urine tract infection, sepsis, other infections, anemia, electrolyte disturbances, deep vein thrombosis, lung embolism) were recorded, as shown in Table D in [S1 Text](#pone.0156075.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The medical record-derived Charlson index \[[@pone.0156075.ref022]\] showed significant variation between hospitals, but did not appear associated with the 30D-status of the hospitals (results not shown). Comparing the Charlson index derived from medical records, with the PAS-derived index (\[[@pone.0156075.ref022], [@pone.0156075.ref023]\]) from previous admission within the last 3 years, we found that administrative data typically underestimate the Charlson index. The mean difference was 0.51, with the largest discrepancies for cancer and dementia. We provide further details in the supporting information ([S3 Text](#pone.0156075.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The proportion of missing values in the ASA score was high and varied widely between hospitals, with a mean of 47%, range 2%-100%. Accordingly, this variable could not be used in the analysis.

Clinical confounding: The first analysis step was to fit model (4) for the joint effect of administrative and clinical data on 30-day mortality ([Table 5](#pone.0156075.t005){ref-type="table"}). The Hosmer-Lemeshow test for model fit had a p-value of 0.503, while the maximum Cook\'s distance was 0.045. The model showed fair predictive power, with an area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) of 0.74. In the stepwise regression analysis, the partial O-POSSUM score was the only risk score retained in the final analysis. This variable was highly significant in the model (p = 0.0015).

10.1371/journal.pone.0156075.t005

###### Joint PAS and medical record logistic model for 30-day mortality.

N = 1043.

![](pone.0156075.t005){#pone.0156075.t005g}

  Variable                                  Estimate   Std. Error   z value   Pr(\>\|z\|)
  ----------------------------------------- ---------- ------------ --------- -------------
  Natural spline in age, basis function 1   10.26      3.63         2.83      0.005
  Natural spline in age, basis function 2   2.67       0.91         2.95      0.003
  *Ch*(*Ch* + 1)^−1^ *log*(*Ch* + 1)        0.48       0.32         1.53      0.13
  *Pre*(*Pre* + 1)                          -0.28      0.52         -0.53     0.60
  Female gender                             0.30       0.35         0.86      0.39
  Partial O-POSSUM score                    0.12       0.04         3.18      0.0015

Ch, Charlson score derived from PAS data; Pre, number of previous admissions from the last two years

The next step was to fit model (5) to analyze the variation in the partial O-POSSUM score, conditional on the administrative variables. After preliminary data analysis, we used a square root transform for the score to ensure a relatively symmetric distribution without heavy outliers. Regression diagnostics showed no lack of fit, with a maximum Cook\'s distance of 0.034. A fixed effect test rejected the hypothesis of zero hospital effects *α*~*i*~ (p = 0.021). This shows that there exist systematic differences in patient risk between hospitals. Higher mortality 30D-status was also significantly associated with increasing partial O-POSSUM score (p = 0.030). The estimated standard deviation of the random hospital effect was 0.043.

Thirdly, the final estimate of the magnitude of the population hospital effect was determined, based on the preceding two models (4) and (5). Because of the square root transform, Taylor linearization was used. The effect of unmeasured confounders, on the linear predictor scale of the outlier detection model, had a standard deviation *σ*~*ζ*~ of 0.044. One of the hospitals had very strong influence on the between-hospital variation. The test for zero hospital effects was no longer significant after exclusion of this hospital (data not shown).

### Effect of confounding variables on outlier detection {#sec023}

Using data from the most recent three-year period (2011--2013), we derived an empirical relation between standard deviation of the hospital effect estimate and hospital volume: $$\sigma_{\theta}^{*} = 3.74/\sqrt{N},$$ where $\sigma_{\theta}^{*}$ is the standard deviation of the estimate, and *N* is the number of cases. We used this relation to find the true significance level of tests for hospital outliers as a function of hospital case volume, for different nominal test levels. Note that *N* depends not only on yearly hospital volume, but also on the length of the observation period. [Fig 2](#pone.0156075.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative increase in true significance level for outlier tests, as a function of total hospital volume. For reference, we also display the most recent distribution of the Norwegian three-year hospital volumes.

![True test levels as function of number of cases, by nominal significance level.\
An estimate of probability density function (PDF) of Norwegian three-year hospital volumes is also shown. Note the nonlinear scale for hospital volume.](pone.0156075.g002){#pone.0156075.g002}

Discussion {#sec024}
==========

We obtained a stratified sample of 1043 hip fracture cases from a sample of 11 Norwegian hospitals, and performed a medical record review. The PPV of a definite hip fracture episode identified in patient administrative data was 95.9%, increasing to 99.7% with probable cases included. We did not find any statistically significant differences in PPV between hospitals. We found a statistically significant, systematic between-hospital variation in 30-day mortality remaining after controlling for administrative data. However, the magnitude of this systematic variation was small to modest, but is a potential source of bias when using administrative data to identify hospitals that are mortality outliers. The consequences depend on the precise method used for outlier detection, but are unlikely to be important unless the hospital case volumes are very large. This finding is contrary to the warnings against using mortality statistics as quality indicators that have been frequently voiced in the literature. The Charlson comorbidity index \[[@pone.0156075.ref022], [@pone.0156075.ref023]\], based on administrative data from previous hospital admissions going three years back, tended to underestimate the index based on the records.

Our PPV results depend on the algorithm used to identify incident hip fracture cases from administrative data. First, episodes of subsequent admissions were constructed, possibly spanning more than one hospitals. The episode had to start with an emergency admission and hip fracture episodes from the previous 60 days were excluded. The choice of exclusion period has been studied previously, with the recommendation that this should not be less than 30 days \[[@pone.0156075.ref036]\].

Other investigators have studied coding accuracy and sensitivity for hip fracture. A similar study, based on administrative data from the Norwegian Patient Register (NPR) \[[@pone.0156075.ref037]\], used a sample stratified according to indication of hip fracture: 1) diagnosis and procedure codes, 2) only diagnosis codes and, 3) only procedure codes. Using their stratum-wise values for PPV, weighted with the relative proportions of these strata in our material, a PPV of 95.7% was obtained. Their completeness rate was lower than in our study. For the NOREPOS study \[[@pone.0156075.ref038]\], the same software was used for PAS data collection as in our study. In this study, a high concordance with data from local registries was reported; however, the case identification algorithm was somewhat different from ours. In a study from three Norwegian hospitals, the PPV of ICD-9 hip fracture codes was reported to be 84%, ranging from 82% to 85% over hospitals \[[@pone.0156075.ref017]\]. After exclusion of the categories "rehospitalisation for the same event" and "transferrals between hospitals", the PPV increased to 95%. Due to our case identification algorithm, this PPV figure seems to be more appropriate for comparison. In a study of the Danish Arthroplasty Registry \[[@pone.0156075.ref039]\], the PPV for the diagnosis of fresh hip fracture was found to be poor, mainly due to incorrect identification of sequelae of older hip fractures.

Our results do not confirm the administrative audits' general conclusions of poor coding quality in Norway \[[@pone.0156075.ref019], [@pone.0156075.ref020]\]. These studies did not report results specifically for hip fracture, and their objective was not to determine PPV. Studies of coding accuracy in other countries generally report high PPVs \[[@pone.0156075.ref040]--[@pone.0156075.ref042]\]. There are very few studies however, on variation in accuracy between hospitals (e.g. \[[@pone.0156075.ref043]\]), and none have used a representative nation-wide sample nor studied hip fractures, to our knowledge. Coding practices, in particular quality assurance of coding, differ between health systems. Our study extends previous results by investigating coding accuracy in a health care system where there is neither certification of coders nor regular, external audit of coding, and where ICD-10 coding is determined by resource use rather than cause of hospitalization. In general, our PPV values are in accordance with previous findings, although on the high side.

Two factors may have caused the relative insignificance of unobserved confounding: One is that age, number of previous admissions and Charlson index capture most of the patient risk variability. Another is that because in general, Norwegian patients are admitted to the nearest hospital for acute illness, and as the population also is relatively homogenous, patient variation tends to be averaged out, implying that any systematic variation in patient characteristics between hospitals is unlikely to be more then moderate.

We have not found any directly comparable studies of case-mix variation. Several studies have compared outlier detection models based on administrative and clinical data for surgery, generally reporting similar performance in terms of c-statistics \[[@pone.0156075.ref044]--[@pone.0156075.ref046]\]. The only study of orthopaedic surgery \[[@pone.0156075.ref047]\] found moderate correlation of risk scores based on the different data sets. Also, the same hospitals were identified as outliers. In a study of coronary bypass surgery, administrative data were found unsuitable due to imprecise identification of cases and outcomes, although the c-statistics were similar \[[@pone.0156075.ref048]\]. Coding of comorbidities or effects of clinical confounders have been studied in the case of acute myocardial infarction \[[@pone.0156075.ref049], [@pone.0156075.ref050]\]. These studies address sensitivity analysis directly and conclude that outlier detection based on administrative data is a valid approach. For stroke, however, contradictory results have been reported \[[@pone.0156075.ref051]\]. Our study extends previous results to hip fracture and another health system, as well as using a statistical model where the effect of unmeasured confounders is explicitly formulated and given a quantitative characterisation one can use directly to assess the validity of the quality indicator.

One strength of our study is the sampling method. The hospital sample was drawn at random from the complete national population, stratified on estimated 30-day mortality. The within-hospital stratification was optimized for the specific analysis objectives for this study, by oversampling of the most severe cases, thus yielding more precise estimates. The sampling frame was a complete, nation-wide set of patient administrative data. Another strength is that, as far as possible, only objective data were abstracted from records, leaving little room for the uncertainties of subjective interpretation and judgement. Also, our statistical model can be used for sensitivity analysis of outlier detection methods and other statistical procedures.

A consequence of the study design is the inability to estimate sensitivity. This would have required a prohibitively large sample from a very large set of hospital episodes. Note that when administrative data are used to study differences in mortality between hospitals, it is only the PPV (actually, differences in PPV between hospitals) that matters, not the sensitivity.

In our study, as in all retrospective studies, there remains the possibility that medical records are inaccurate or incomplete. Recording practices may differ between hospitals. We did not perform independent review of radiographs and other imaging data. We found indications that the retrieved information about comorbidities differed. However, efforts were made to abstract only information that was objective and presumably found in all hospitals. Even in prospective data registration, the variation between hospitals due to subjective judgement, different diagnostic practices etc. still remains. The double sampling sub study indicated (see [S4 Text](#pone.0156075.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that our record abstraction was reliable, though the sample size was too small for a definitive conclusion about error rates.

Also, the number of hospitals were limited by economic considerations. This is a cause of uncertainty in the estimates of the case-mix variability in the hospital population. However, the hospital sample was stratified according to mortality outlier status. Under the hypothesis of no true mortality variation, where outlier status is caused by bias alone, stratification should ensure a representative estimate of this bias. The moderate number of abstracted records places limitations on the precision of our analyses. The design yields good statistical power to detect variation that is roughly equally distributed among the hospital, but less power to detect a pattern where variation is small everywhere except for a few deviating hospitals.

The difficulty of finding information in the electronic record systems means that some variables could not be used in the analysis. The reasons are variation in what information is deemed necessary in the record systems as well as the largely unstructured organisation of these systems. It would have been possible to use other and more comprehensive data sources, such as operation theatre logs, curve systems and anaesthetists' logs. In particular, due to incomplete recording in the electronic record systems, it was not possible to use the ASA score in our model, although it has been found to be a strong predictor of mortality after hip fracture \[[@pone.0156075.ref052]\]. The extra abstraction time required would then have to be weighed against the sample size that could be afforded. However, only systematic variation in record comprehensiveness would weaken the conclusions of this paper. In addition, data have been collected by only one abstracter. The work pattern and habits of the abstracter might have introduced bias in the data, particularly concerning retrieval of data items. Such bias would presumably apply equally to all hospitals.

In the statistical modelling, there is one distributional assumption that cannot be verified from our data alone. The estimation method (REML) for model (5) is derived on the assumption that the underlying hospital effects follow a normal distribution. However, the estimation of the hospital effects variance, which is the only parameter used subsequently, method has been shown to be reasonably robust with respect to deviation from normality \[[@pone.0156075.ref053], [@pone.0156075.ref054]\]. Without a much larger hospital sample, it is not reasonable to try to determine the hospital effects distribution with more precision.

Our derivation of a final diagnosis variable might be found arguable from an epidemiological point of view. However, we must stress that for the present purpose, only the between-hospitals consistency of the variable definition and abstraction is necessary. We regard the consistency as satisfactory.

In the case of unmeasured risk variation, one is naturally lead to considering whether the method of outlier detection could be modified to account for this source of error. Knowing the magnitude of the effect opens up for modified methods. However, this is outside the scope of the present paper.

Conclusions {#sec025}
-----------

The main motivation for our study has been the need to validate 30-day mortality after hip fracture as a quality indicator for Norwegian hospitals, when based on administrative data. Other investigators may be concerned more with disease incidence or with the correctness of medical registries. We have demonstrated that the hip fracture code has a very high predictive value and shows little variation across hospitals. We have also found that the case-mix variation, not explained by the variables in administrative data, is relatively insignificant for quality indicators and outlier detection. Some consideration should be given, however, to the interpretation of quality indicators based on large hospital volumes, with 500--1000 or more cases. Relatively few hospitals seem to fall above this range in Norway and elsewhere, but this depends on the length of the time period used for reporting \[[@pone.0156075.ref008], [@pone.0156075.ref055]--[@pone.0156075.ref058]\]. When testing for mortality outliers, the problem of bias due to unmeasured confounders may be avoided by using an indifference interval in the hypotheses test, or by using a shorter time period (e.g. one year) for the very largest hospitals.
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